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Digital wallets such as PayTM, along with debit and credit cards, are expected to reduce (if not completely replace) 
the use of paper currency.  
 
In order to facilitate and regulate the use of digital wallets, which have become popular post the demonetization 
exercise, the Reserve  Bank  of   India   (‘RBI’) introduced a new Master Circular on Prepaid Payment Instruments 
dated October 11, 2017 (the  ‘New Master Circular’)  under  the  Payment  and  Settlement  System  Act,  2007  (the  
‘PSS  Act’) which replaced all the earlier notifications and circulars with respect to prepaid payment instruments 
(‘PPIs’). 
 
The New Master Circular amends the earlier RBI guidelines for issuance and operations of PPIs and some of the 
key changes introduced by the New Master Circular are discussed below:   
 
1. Eligibility Criteria: In order to ensure credibility and financial stability of the PPI issuers the RBI has revised 

the eligibility criteria for entities which want to issue PPIs, now any entity which wants to issue PPIs must seek 
RBI approval. Further, all new non-banking entities are now required to achieve a minimum positive net worth 
of INR 15 crore by the end of the third financial year of their operation and maintain it at all times, existing 
non-banking PPI issuers have to ensure that they meet this requirement by March 31, 20201.  

 
2. Authorization Process: With a view to bring transparency and accountability, RBI has revised the licensing 

process. As per the revised process applications for allowing non-bank entities to issue PPIs shall be initially 
screened by the RBI to check   ‘fit   and  proper’ status of the applicant as well as its management. This will 
involve obtaining inputs from other regulators and government departments.  

 
Furthermore, subject to an entity fulfilling the prescribed eligibility criteria and other conditions, RBI shall 
issue  an  “in principle”  approval  with  a  validity  of  6  months.  Upon  expiry  of  this  6  month  period  the  relevant  
entity will be required to submit a satisfactory system audit report to RBI, failing which the in-principle 
approval shall lapse. 

 
3. Policies: The New Master Circular requires PPI issuers to formulate a duly approved policy for (a) issuance of 

various types / categories of PPIs and all activities related thereto; (b) engaging agents for the purpose of 
issuance and reloading of PPIs; (c) co-branding arrangements; (d) risk managements; (e) IT safety and security 
of the payment systems operated by the PPI issuer; and (f) grievance redressal. 

 
 
                                                           
1  Earlier entities (other than banks and NBFCs) seeking authorization to issue pre-paid instruments were required to have a minimum paid-

up capital of INR 5 crore and minimum positive net worth of INR 1 crore, at all the times. 



 
 
 

4. Types of PPIs: While the classification of PPIs remains unchanged, RBI has included additional provisions to 
regulate semi-closed system and open system PPIs. Some of the key changes are: 

 
(a) Semi-closed system: Earlier a PPI up to INR10,000 could be issued by accepting minimum details of the 

customer, and for PPIs ranging from INR 10,001 to INR 50,000 the PPI issuer was merely required to 
obtain  any  ‘officially  valid  document’.  In  order  to  increase  vigilance  and  transparency  in  the  system,  the  
New Master Circular has amended to the conditions relating to two types of Semi- closed  PPI’s  systems  
based on their limits.  

 
The first is Semi-closed System PPIs up to INR 10,000 which can be opened after  accepting  ‘minimum 
details’  of  the  PPI  holder  (which  includes mobile number verified with One Time Pin (OTP) and self-
declaration of the name and unique identification number). The amount loaded in this PPI cannot exceed 
INR 10,000 per month, and INR 100,000 in a financial year.  

 
The second is Semi-Closed System PPIs up to INR 100,000 (with a monthly transfer limit of INR 
10,000) which shall be allowed to be issued after completing KYC verification of the customers. This is 
similar to the KYC requirement to be completed before banks can issue Open System PPIs.  

 
(b) Open System PPIs: The New Master Circular has clarified that these PPIs can only be issued by Banks.   
 
(c) Other PPIs: Other than the Semi-closed System PPIs and Open System PPIs the only other permitted 

PPIs now are prepaid gift instruments and PPIs for mass transit systems (such as the metro cards).  
 

(d) Validity and Redemption: The minimum validity period for all PPIs has been increased from 6 months 
to 1 year from the date of issuance. Further, the PPIs issuer is required to caution the PPIs holder at 
reasonable intervals, including 45 days period prior to expiry of validity period of PPI, before forfeiting 
outstanding balances if any in the PPI.  In case of non-reloadable PPIs, transfer of outstanding amount to 
similar PPI of the same issuer may be permitted. Further, PPIs with no financial transaction for a 
consecutive period of 1 year shall be inactive. 

 
(e) KYC Compliance: Earlier, there was no stringent requirement for KYC verification. But now, the New 

Master   Circular   mandates   compliance   with   RBI’s   “Master Direction – Know Your Customer (KYC) 
Directions”  for  all  semi-closed PPIs above a certain limit.  

  
 

 



(f) Cross-Border Transactions: Previously, the RBI did not allow the use of pre-paid payment instruments 
for outward remittances, except in case of foreign exchange PPIs. However, as per the New Master 
Circular all KYC compliant PPIs issued by authorized banks can be used for outward remittances for 
permissible current account transactions. 

 
(g) Security, Fraud prevention and Risk Management Framework: Prior to issue of the New Master 

Circular, PPI issuers were required to put in place adequate information and data security infrastructure 
and systems for prevention and detection of fraud. However, given the sensitive nature of data collected 
by the platforms, the RBI felt the urgent need to take additional steps to curb incidences of fraud and 
misuse. In line with this thought, RBI introduced an elaborate framework for security, fraud prevention 
and risk management under the New Master Circular. This includes formulation of IT safety and security 
policy, adoption of necessary safeguards to mitigate risk and fraud and establish a mechanism for 
monitoring, handling and recording incidents of cyber security and cyber breaches. In addition to this 
while banks will have to comply with RBI circular on Cyber Security Framework in Banks, non-banks 
are required to conduct an audit by CERT-In (the national nodal agency for responding to computer 
security incidents)  and submit a yearly System Audit Report.  

 
(h) Interoperability: The New Master Circular has allowed inter-operability among KYC-compliant PPIs, 

pursuant to which customers will be able to now use a set of payment instruments seamlessly with other 
users. Inter-operability will be enabled in two phases. At first, PPI Issuers shall make all KYC compliant 
PPIs issued in the form of wallets interoperable amongst themselves through Unified Payments Interface 
within 6 months from the date of issue of the New Master Circular. Thereafter, interoperability shall be 
enabled between wallets and bank accounts. 

 
The New Master Circular is a welcome move as it implements stringent guidelines to check on fraudulent 
transactions, eliminate risk and provide for inter-operability between non-bank wallets and bank accounts. 
However, whether these stringent guidelines for issuers will act as a deterrent to the entry of new players can only 
be ascertained with time. 
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